
Worldwide leading tea wholesaler for classic teas, herbal 
blends and fruit melanges
About us

We are a long-established and innovative owner-operated tea wholesaler in the B2B sector with vast experience and strong 
partners in the countries of origin.

As a specialist in loose leaf teas as well as coarse and triangle cuts, we have extensive expertise in the tea business, with a strong 
focus on products certified under organic and sustainability standards.

Since 138 years, we have been pursuing our mission with great passion and the utmost care: To create enjoyment and bring it to 
the world. Detailed information available at: www.wollenhaupt.com/en

Our portfolio for your success

We put a top priority on the highest product quality and are experts in the production and processing of quality teas.  With our many 
years of expertise and dedicated passion, we have evolved into a leading producer and supplier of classic teas, herbal infusions 
and fruit melanges, and are a consistently reliable partner in over 70 countries – for specialised retailers, global producers of 
branded products and industry customers alike.

Our product portfolio comprises all cut sizes and leaf grades, orthodox as well as flavoured teas. We offer private label customers 
individual packaging concepts tailored to their requirements. Our packaging options range from pyramid-shaped bags to 
packaging in flat-base bags with customised designs.

Resource conservation and sustainability play an important role in our day-to-day work and actions. In line with this, we also offer 
sustainable packaging solutions.
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Wollenhaupt Tee GmbH

Large product portfolio from classic teas, flavoured 
blends to innovative product developments

Purchasing, trading, processing and packaging from a 
single source

Organic and sustainability certified products

Maximum product safety through certifications and 
origin controls

Private label - customized packaging concepts, from 
pyramid bags to folding boxes, also in sustainable 
materials

Classic tea accessories and trendy accessories


